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About me



ù

CYFE 

Center for Young and Family Enterprise



Vision

CYFE aims to be recognized as a place conducting collaborative,
multi-disciplinary research on sustainable value creation of
entrepreneurial firms and enterprising families through inter-
generational reinvention, entrepreneurship and innovation

Our Vision



To achieve excellence in research on enterprising families and young
entrepreneurs, that:
• improves international understanding of the Italian enterprises
• contributes to the development of theories of entrepreneurship & family

business
• is relevant to practice

Mission

Our Mission



Governance del CentroEntrepreneurship and Technology Change in Europe

Research

EducationKnowledge 
Transfer

▪ International 
research projects on 
enterprising families, 
young entrepreneurs 

and intra-family 
succession

▪ Conferences, 
workshop and 

academic seminars

▪ Executive 
education: 

Training and 
tutoring to young 

and family 
entrepreneurs

▪ Undergraduate, 
graduate and 

post-graduate 
education 

programs (PhD, 
Master)

▪ Management of 
generational

transitions and 
family business 

governance

▪ Mentoring and 
support to start-up 

and family firms’ 
professionalization

Activities of CYFE



A world of unicorn…



















Changing the world… and for good!





The Isinnova Italian team (Brescia) with their 3d-printed valves. At the beginning of the pandemic staff at a hospital in 
Italy realized they were running out of valves for ventilators needed by those most severely affected by Covid-19. In less 
than 6 hours, the local startup Isinnova managed to get to the hospital to manufacture the valves using 3D-printing 
saving many lives.





Health industry

• Founded in 2017 by Alyson Friedensohn Watson and Erica Johnson in San 
Francisco, California.

• Operates a B2B2C model, offering solutions for organizations including 
employers, providers, small & medium businesses, and large enterprises.

• Its apps packages several forms of care for: 
– Mental disorder to fight serious illnesses, 
– Mental self-improvement to resolve stress or anxiety.

https://research.contrary.com/reports/modern-health

https://www.modernhealth.com/

https://research.contrary.com/reports/modern-health
https://www.modernhealth.com/


Prosthetic devices

https://www.limberprosthetics.com/

https://www.limberprosthetics.com/


Legal industry

https://barefootlaw.org/

• Access to justice using natural language models and machine learning 

(Gerald Abila, Founder, Barefoot Law, Uganda)

• In a nation with one solicitor to twenty-thousand individuals, obtaining answers to 

fundamental and legal queries can imply survival or demise, and authority or 

disempowerment.

• The company deploys an AI solution named Winnie, an AI-lawyer that provides pro-bono 

legal services to Ugandans, especially citizens of rural communities who would not 

otherwise access legal redress. 

• To date, Barefoot Law's solution has facilitated over 800,000 users to access their 

services and resolved over 20,000 cases.

https://barefootlaw.org/


S&ST is in the security-camera business, a vertically integrated industry 
with a history of slow software innovation. S&ST disrupted the industry 
by building an eco-system to provide an open platform where software 
developers can build apps to run on many different types of security 
cameras. The platform went live in the middle of the pandemic. S&S is a 
Robert Bosch corporate start-up.

Source: “Medtech innovation in the time of COVID-19: Resilience and growth during a crisis”, McKinsey Digital, Oct 2020







https://www.polihub.it/news/bi-rex-vince-ledizione-2020-di-startup4good/



An example from my own research:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RPpolhbvtIA2QRXJnnJ1m9b9CvI_7LAj/view?usp=sharing



Innovation. No playground for old men?



Fabtotum…



… and Zucchetti



Lanieri…



… and the fashion industry (and families)

Missoni, Prada, Versace



Is it just about startups?







• Nudge for Innovation: a gentle push 
towards innovation Digital & 

Evolution Hub

Competenze 
tecnologiche

Competenze 
umanistiche

Competenze 
economiche

Competenze 
giuridiche

Brightidea for Idea Generation & Innovation 
Management Workflow

Why is entrepreneurship important for employees and 
employers?

Are you ready for creativity?

What do you think looking at pictures?

People that care about their 
passions

People that use creativity tools

People that can express them self

Discover more

Vote



Caree trajectories…



January, 2009:
Jan Koum bought an iPhone

He realized that Apple’s 7-month-old App Store could be an opportunity

He started developing an app with Brian Acton
They decided to open their first startup: Whatsapp inc.

Their app kept crashing or getting stuck
Jan told Brian to search for a new job

First fail



January, 2009

2009 May, 23rd:
Brian was turned down by Twitter

Second 
fail



January, 2009

2009 May, 23rd

2009 Aug, 3rd:
Brian was turned down by Facebook

Third fail



January, 2009

2009 May, 23rd

2009 Aug, 3rd

2014 Feb, 19th: 
Facebook buys Whatsapp for $19 billions

The big
win!





Good luck, and enjoy!


